Mobile Security Operator for High Risks Zones spin up course.
Duration: 4 days
Cost: $1999.00
Schedule: This course is 4 days and is scheduled based on requirements:
This course is designed to spin up already trained personnel an arrangement of basic and advanced security
measures in order to reduce the chance of being targeted and increase the chance of successfully dealing with a
possible hostile security incident in High Risks Zones around the world. Must have prior military, law enforcement
or private security operator experience. This course is heavy on weapons and fighting, as well as a review of PSD
operations and lessons learned.
We also cover life threatening injuries that require fast medical intervention and is for everybody, and provides the
knowledge, skills and confidence to deliver medical care in any combat / natural disaster situation. We emphasize
hands-on sessions, realistic scenarios, and is taught by a combat veteran who's done this.
Mobile Security Operator: OODA Loop. Observe, Orientate, Decide & Act. OODA Loop & Leadership
responsibilities. Situational Awareness. Protective Driving Skills. Security Advance Party. Surveillance Detection.
PSD Convoy mission review. Low Profile. High Profile. Vehicle positions. Arrivals & Departures. 2 Vehicle
package. 3 Vehicle package. Personal and Vehicle recommended equipment. Route Planning. Problems for
Hostile Surveillance. Reacting To surveillance. Evading Surveillance. Reaction to ambushes. Evasive Mobile
Maneuvers. Impact Reduction. Reaction To Imminent Ambush. Vehicle Search. Security Driving. Acceleration
sense. Braking sense. Vehicle Placement. Position of mirrors, signals and horns. This is NOT Driving.
Weapons (AR-15 / G-17 & AK-47) Training: Basic handgun procedures. Action vs. Reaction. Sight alignment &
sight picture. Concealed weapons deployment. Shooting on the move. Shooting while falling back. Shooting while
kneeling. Shooting from the prone position. Shooting on multiple targets. Shooting at moving targets (side, front,
diagonal). Shooting while injured and disoriented. Simulative, instinctive and reactive shooting. 21' rule force on
force engagement. Applications from primary to secondary. Weapons transitions. Shooting from and around
cover. Advanced shooting and moving. Dynamic team weapons bounding. High stress scenarios. Use of
barricades for cover/concealment. Shooting while injured and disoriented. High stress Tactical Shooter scenarios.
Bounding drills and communication. VCQB (Vehicle Close Quarters Battle) applications. Off the X and Counter
Ambush techniques.
Active Shooters: Active Shooters case studies & profiles. Mindset of the hyper-violent Active Shooter. Rapid
threat analysis and acquisition. 4G / 5G warfare, Mumbai India. Responses to the Active Shooter. Field expedient
body armor. Everyday carry tools. Cover & concealment. Pick ups, marking & improvised weapons. Multiple
target engagements. Evacuation tactics & techniques. 911, communications, tactics & techniques. Hostage
situation & Police procedures.
Defensive Tactics: Basic hand to hand close fighting techniques. Physical & mental conditioning. Speed,
stamina & strength. The human body's pressure points. Thumbs & wrists as the weak link. Hand, wrist & arm
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locks / breaks. Head, neck & arm takedowns. Joint leveraging & breaks. Weapons disarm vs. a knife fighter.
Weapons disarm vs. a pistol engagement. Weapons disarm vs. a rifle.
Counter Captivity: Releasing from duct tape. Releasing from rope tying. Releasing from handcuffs. Releasing
from zip ties. Escaping from captivity. Evasion tactics. Jumping from vehicles. Extraction under fire. Fighting while
injured.
IED (Improvised Explosive Devices) review: IED's & Vehicle Inspection. Scanning for various booby traps.
Scanning a vehicle for explosives. Detecting booby traps on the roadways. Scanning a building for booby traps.
Use of unconventional explosives. Methods of functioning IED. Methods of Initiation. Main Components of IEDs.
Explosively Formed penetrators. Responses to IEDs.
Tactical Medicine: OODA Loop. Observe, Orientate, Decide & Act. Surviving the first 15 minutes. Circulation,
Airway & Breathing. Equipment for your medical kit. Our body & circulatory system. Our body & respiratory
system. Scene assessment & Triage. Body assessment & HCAPER. Combat & patient reactions. Hands on
equipment usage. Rolled gauze & Combat gauze. Israeli bandage & "H" bandage. Hemorrhage management.
Quik Clot & hemostatic agents. CAT, SOF, SWAT & NATO tourniquet use. Airway management. OPA & NPA
usage. TENSION PNEUMOTHORAX. Open and Closed chest wounds. Needle decompression examples. IED
Burn & Blast Injuries. SHOCK review & treatment. Cervical Spine Injuries and Immobilization. CPR & Artificial
Respiration. Internal injuries & Impaled objects. Musculo-skeletal Injuries and Splinting. Patient carries &
extrication. Carry drills & hot zone carries.
Please be advised that you WILL NOT require a personal carbine/rifle or pistol on this course. Weapons rental will
be included in the cost of the course. The cost of ammunition WILL BE separate.
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